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After acquiring herself the subject of a powerful psychic attack, Dion Fortune wrote this detailed
instructions for safeguarding yourself against paranormal malevolence. Index. The revised edition of the
New Age classic contains an index and yet another explanatory note for modern readers. Fortune explores
the elusive psychic aspect in mental disease and, moreover, details the techniques, motives, and physical
aspects of psychic assault, and how to overcome this energy.
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. I know the reserve. She gives a great deal of info, and she was among the first people to write on the
topic. The majority of the book, however, deals with the subject of psychic strike by someone else: how
exactly to recognize the indications, the safest way to handle it, and preventing it from reoccurting.I
disagree with the complaint that this book isn't specific enough regarding actual methods for psychic
defense. Fortune outlines at length the forces at the job in any psychic attack so that anyone with an
acceptable grounding in the field can formulate a plan of defense (this information is normally augmented
by caveats from Fortune concerning what *not* to accomplish, aswell). If one is not savvy plenty of to
synthesize the guidelines obviously implicit in the reserve, then that is an indication that they are probably
better off not really dabbling, and should seek help from another source.The final portion of the book
includes specific rituals, which should be helpful to anyone who needs more concrete examples. The
delivery was a bit delayed , but it arrived in a acceptable time.This book is typically not likely to be of
interest to the novice. You need to have a grounding generally occult principles (most notably, the
Qabala, as Fortune refers to it frequently) to get the most out of it.for more modern research of certain
"psychic attacks.. Ok, to begin with if you're a wiccan/witch/neo-pagan, take it easy. Dion Fortune
obviously had a different description for you than you had for yourselves. She saw the term "witch" not
as a neo-pagan religion, but as a synonym for practitioners of dark magic. As for individuals offended by
usage of racist and class terms, remembber this was written around seventy years ago in a class mindful
society. Lastly, as for individuals who found her writing to be difficult to read or understand, it is archaic,
and filled up with references that are no more common. If you might want to indulge even more into this
subject, I'd recommend The most interesting component was the psychological factor or influences of
occult and it's really purpose. Rather read "Practical Guidebook to Psychic Self-Defense" by Denning and
Phillips and "Monsters" by John Michael Greer, both titles by Lewelleyn. The author’s writing design
made this publication a difficult and incredibly boring read. Not too not the same as what advertisers and
media do today. She actually is great, the writing is fantastic and witty. Also of curiosity is definitely a
section on the many pitfalls of ritual or cermonial magick. I would recommend this book for those
reasons. Component two handles differential diagnosis. Psychic SELF-DEFENSE Book Review This book
is an extremely helpful book when it came to extra senses that I was experiencing when it found energies
around me. This book is probably one of the best books one will discover on the subject right now. There
is energies all over,and knowing as much as possible to help us understand us and them is essential!
Excellent I found the book well crafted, practical, and incredibly informative and insightful. It provided
clear step-by-step exercises on how to defend yourself. some old types of considering in this publication
but almost entirely relevant to today as well. If you can't deal with these facts, after that don't read this
book.If you need to read a fantastic first hand account of psychic attack, and the advancement and errors
of an occultist, then go through Dion Fortune. Dion Fortune. 10 stars.A fantastic "safety manual" for the
occultist This is an exceptionally detailed and comprehensive book about the various forms of
"metaphysically-based attacks" (for lack of an improved term) to which a person may find themselves
prey. Certainly, you can find occult influences scattered throughout this book, but still it was a worthy
examine, from my traditional perspective, of its time. Fantastic book.. I learned so much with that one
book - it gives enough background information to provide a layperson knowledge about occult. I will
suggest this book for anybody seeking answers about experiencing themselves to work on those senses as
well... Dion Fortune is usually amazing! A Classic By Now Considered a classic, this book was one of the
first to directly address the main topics defending oneself from magical, emotional, or additional
metaphysical "attack." The composing style is a product of its day time, and therefor somewhat
ponderous to sift through. Book on Psychic Attack Dion Fortune's "Psychic Self-Defense" is an interesting
and sometimes useful material on psychic episodes but I don't put too much stock in some of her
interpretations plus there was a little to no practical discussion for safety from the episodes. A true

master! I found it to become a sober and informative examination of the phenomena, especially a section
where she was discussing nonhuman or soulless people (as she could very well be describing a
psychopath).All in all, it's an "okay" publication about them but a common. I also admit that she sets a
definite Judeo-Christian spin on things.Unholy Hungers: Encountering the Psychic Vampire in Ourselves
& Others If it's being browse for simple elucidation and entertainment rather than as a practical manual,
however, a person with an interest in the paranormal should appreciate it a good deal." Five Stars Arrived
simply as described, promptly The delivery was a bit delayed, but it arrived . however, that one wins the
prize for the most boring and tedious publication I've read in quite a while about mysticism, occultism and
pseudoscience. some poor points, but a great book general. The emphasis is usually on effectiveness and
effectiveness rather than theatrics. The publication is amazing. Dion Fortune is a must read for each
occultism student. For individuals who are true believers in the occult this book is for you. For me this
book offers nothing at all of value unless you are a true believer in the esoteric subjects of ghosts,
demons, vampires, monsters, pseudoscience topics, mystical topics and other styles of occultism. I
actually am a skeptical scientific minded person but sometimes I love to read books which are strange and
unusual. I purchased this 218 page smooth cover reserve (Psychic self-protection by Dion Fortune) for a
discount price on Amazon. I've read many books on pseudoscience, mysticism and occultism over the
years and found many of them to be amusing and also sometimes interesting;. They have the same info,
however in greater detail, plus they lack the Judo-Christian slant. This book is arranged into four parts.
Part one covers types of psychic assault. Some of the topics include: symptoms of psychic attack, a case
of modern witchcraft, vampirism, hauntings and other subjects. In addition to the tales of her encounters
in the beginning of the book are fascinating to state the least. Component three explains the analysis of a
psychic strike and the ultimate section deals with the techniques of defense against psychic attack. For the
scientific minded, it provides nothing of value. I know the book. THis was an upgraded copy ... Using lots
of anecdotal data, Fortune clarifies the origins and possible occult analogs for most folklore phenomenae
such as ghosts, vampires, hauntings, and the like. THis was a replacement copy for a friend. I knew there
could be some writing, notes and underlining in it - but it's on EVERY PAGE! It's quality wasn't actually
as advertised. Four Stars Publication was in excellent condition, and arrived sooner than expected Also,
fantastic and very useful book
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